Make a fruit bouquet*
with @squashedpickle

You will need:
A selection of fruit; melons, blueberries, strawberries, kiwi fruit, mango, grapes (remember to slice when serving these to kids)
Wooden BBQ skewers
Melon baller and cookie cutters
Small pot and a piece of polystyrene to poke the sticks into

Place the polystyrene into a small pot.

Cut shapes out of the fruit using different shaped cookie cutters.

Carefully thread the fruit onto skewers, try to leave around 15cm clear at the end of the skewer.

Use the melon baller to scoop out melon and put on skewers.

Push the end of the skewers into the polystyrene.

Ta-dah! A finished fruit bouquet

We’d love to see your creations...

*Adult supervision advised.